


Listen to a professional athlete, actor, leader and they will often say a 
key to their success is found in their focus.  
I believe what is true in the practical is clearly seen in the spiritual. 
The gospels noted on a few occasions how Jesus focused His direction 
and “set Himself to go to Jerusalem…” 

The following are a couple focus points that I keep before me, espe-
cially in these times: 

 

 Focus on EVIDENCES of God’s PRESENCE rather than what may 
seem as EVIDENCES of His ABSENCE.  

 

 Focus on God as the source of your life, rather than random 
circumstances. 

 

 Focus on what you have rather than what you don’t have. 
 

 Focus on what you know, not the things that bring doubt. 

 

 
It was the 1968 Summer Olympics, a little before 7:00 p.m. in Mexico 
City, Mexico. There were only a handful of spectators left in the stadium 
stands and most of them were getting ready to leave. Suddenly, they 
again heard the sirens of a police escort.  The few die-hard fans turned 
to an entrance where ONE lone marathon runner named John Steven 
Akhwari, from Tanzania, entered the stadium. It was an hour earlier that 
Mama Wolde from Ethiopia crossed the finished line, finishing first. John 
Steven was the last man in of all the marathon racers.  After severely 
cramping up due to the high altitude of Mexico City, he fell down.  He 
fell hard. He needed medical attention to get taped up.  I will come back 
to this…. 
  
I love sports.  They have been a significant part of my life since a little 
boy.  I was reading this passage in Philippians 3 and had a little writer's 
block, so I went out on a run/walk to jog my thinking [pun 
 intended].  One of the reasons I find Paul so interesting in his Bible 
writing is that he seemed to have a proclivity toward sports and sports 
events.  He used them in metaphors likening our Christian life to r 
unning a race or being in a boxing match.  Paul seemed like a really  
competitive guy who pulled that competitive nature into his Christian 
walk.  I wonder if all my Raider fan friends realize the phrase, “Just win 
baby,” came from the Apostle Paul?  Just kidding. Note what Paul says 
to coach us up in our spiritual life. 
  
“I press on to reach the end of the race and receive the heavenly prize 

for which God, through Christ Jesus, is calling us.” Philippians 3:14 
  

“Don’t you realize that in a race everyone runs…so run to win!  
1 Corinthians 9:24 

  
All athletes are disciplined in their training…we do it for an  

eternal prize. So, I run with purpose in every step” 1 Corinthians 9:25-
26 

  
The phrase in Philippians 3:14, “I press on to reach the end of the race, is 
the picture of a determined runner stretching, straining, reaching  
forward to the finish line to break the tape. 
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Back to John-Steven in the Mexico City Olympics. He limped into the 
stadium with a triumph of spirit to finish the 26.5 mile race as the last 
vestiges of the crowd cheered him on in all his pain and finishing forti-
tude.   Afterwards it was written, “today we have seen in the young  
African runner what symbolizes the finest in the human spirit, a  
performance that gives true dignity to sport…a performance that gives 
meaning to the word courage….we honor John Steven Akhwari of  
Tanzania.” 
  
John Steven, when asked why he did not quit after being injured and  
totally out of the race for a medal, said with quiet dignity:  "My country did 
not send me 5000 miles to start the race; they sent me 5000 miles to finish 
the race."  
  
Your race in living the Christian life will take some serious discipline.  You 
will fall, but need to get back up. Maybe even again and again. There will 
be pain, but you get to persevere in and through it.  Our gracious Lord will 
be there to tape you up and spiritually put you back together.  You are 
called to go for the gold, press in for the win. There is a reward and don’t 
forget, it is out of this world.  He will be there to escort you in. 
  
Why is this important?   Our Lord didn’t place you on this earth to start 
your race; He placed you on this earth to finish your race, to make a  
difference for Him, an eternal difference.  Let’s run our race hard, at a  
sustainable pace so we finish strong.  








